
Email to Dr Murton President RNZCGP 4 March 2021 

No reply was forthcoming. 

 

Dear Dr Murton, 

I am writing out of concern about the country’s current plan to vaccinate the whole population.  I 
have moral and ethical concerns about this programme and have been waiting (? in vain) for 
someone in a medical (clinical) leadership position to stand up and say: “Hang on a minute.  Is this 
really the right thing to do?” 

Some of my concerns with the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine Comirnaty which has provisional consent for 
use in NZ are as follows: 

The vaccine is experimental: The vaccine is still in a clinical trial which won’t end until at least 
2022.  Are New Zealanders being informed they are part of an experiment? 

New technology: Gene-based messenger RNA technology is new and has not been used in humans 
on a mass scale before.  Are New Zealanders being advised that this technology is in its infancy? 

Efficacy: As far as I understand, the original efficacy rate of 95% that we are being advised about has 
been determined by the status of 170 trial participants out of 44,000.  That doesn’t seem like a 
whole lot of data to be making such sweeping recommendations on. 

Safety: There may be some short-term safety data but NO-ONE knows what the long-term safety 
data will show (e.g. autoimmune conditions, antibody dependent enhancement etc.).  To be 
reassuring New Zealanders that it is safe seems premature to me. 

Liability:  If it is so safe and effective, why has the Government granted indemnity to the 
manufacturer for claims that may arise or lack of efficacy that may occur?  What will ACC cover? 

Operation Warp Speed: This in itself rings alarm bells.  Since when should a medication, destined for 
the WHOLE population, be created under ‘warp speed’?  We should surely be extra cautious and 
certain of its safety if it is going to be given to healthy people on a mass scale.  First Do No Harm. 

Lethality of Covid 19: This is an illness that well over 99% of people will recover from. 

What is it trying to achieve?  The vaccine has not been shown to prevent transmission of the 
virus.  However, I think that is what New Zealanders are expecting the vaccine to do. 

I may be a lone voice in the medical profession but I think the public of New Zealand want, and 
deserve, to hear the TRUTH (including the many uncomfortable uncertainties) rather than what I 
expect will be a glossy advertising campaign short on real answers to their valid questions. 

I look forward to your thoughts. 

Regards, 

Dr Alison Goodwin. 

MBChB, FRNZCGP 

 


